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“An excellent volume of essays on an increasingly important topic of research and instruction.”
—Edwin M. Duval
Yale University

Teaching French Women Writers of the Renaissance and Reformation considers the issues critical to teaching recently rediscovered writers, such as Hélisenne de Crenne, Pernette Du Guillet, and Louise Labé, who have enriched the literary canon by offering alternative perspectives on the social, political, and religious issues of early modern France.

The volume considers techniques for reading women’s writing alongside the texts of their male contemporaries and offers guidance on incorporating a range of resources into the classroom.
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Unrivalled Influence
Women and Empire in Byzantium
Judith Herrin

“This wide-ranging collection of studies by one of the foremost medieval historians of this generation opens up new perspectives on Byzantium. The life experience of women and men is re-created with a view from the margins. Women at the court and in private households are restored to agency and the capital of Constantinople is seen from the perspective of the provinces. As a result, Byzantium no longer appears as a monolith steeped in unchanging ritual, but as a dynamic society that developed its own responses to challenges and so ensured its extraordinary longevity.”
—Claudia Rapp, author of Holy Bishops in Late Antiquity
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Margins and Metropolis
Authority across the Byzantine Empire
Judith Herrin

“Herrin is acutely aware not only of Byzantium’s place in the world, but also of its idiosyncrasies, which she illuminates by bringing into play the ecclesiastical sources in a way that few other Byzantine historians have done. Her essays reveal first and foremost her breadth of vision.”
—Michael Angold, editor of The Cambridge History of Christianity: Eastern Christianity
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